
Modeling a Virus

NGSS Science Alignment

MS-LS1-2 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
Develop and use a model to describe the function of a cell as a whole and ways parts of
cells contribute to the function.

CSTA Alignment

Concept: Modularity
Standard: 2-AP-14: Create procedures with parameters to organize code and make it

easier to reuse
Concept: Control
Standard: 1B-AP-10 Create programs that included sequences, events, loops, and

conditionals.
Standard: 2-AP-12: Design and iteratively develop programs that combine control

structures, including nested loops and compound conditionals
Standard: 3A-AP-21 Evaluate and refine computational artifacts to make them more

usable and accessible.

Math Alignment
Domain: Geometry Cluster: Apply geometric concepts in modelling situations
Standard: HSG.MG.A.1 Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to
describe objects
Standard: HSG.MG.A.3 Apply geometric methods to solve design problems

https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/ms-ls1-2-molecules-organisms-structures-and-processes


Description

In this activity students will think about how both viruses and our immune systems have
engineered their own biological components over time. They will use BlocksCAD to
understand and sculpt a virus, learning how the surface marker proteins are essential to
understanding our immune response. Students will design their virus through the use of
compound loops and rotational transformations, exploiting the flexibility and power of
variables and iterative code.

Learning Objectives
● Students will think about how antibodies can detect viruses, and how viruses can

mutate over time and avoid antibody detection.
● Students will combine Loops with Translation transformations, using appropriate

arithmetic operations to execute their designs.
● Students will combine iterative loops with rotational transformations, creating

rotationally symmetrical designs.
● Students will use loops to drastically reduce the amount of repetitive coding they

need to use in a model.
● Students will utilize programmatic loops to create code which executes

repeatedly with small variations.
● Students will use loops to make flexible models, which can be drastically altered

by changing values in only a few locations.
● Students will discuss and reflect on different aspects to be mindful of when

writing code, such as readability, efficiency, redundancy and computational load.

Videos
● Rotation Away from the Origin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywinUeZeG5Y
● Using Loops Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQeyRl3j3FU
● Using Loops Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSPY_KG8hSQ
● Parametric Design using Loops https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2-OfLhIIfk

Teacher Notes

Introduction: How do you think that the body of an organism like a human or other
animal knows when a dangerous virus or bacteria has entered the body? This is an
important question for scientists who want to know how to prevent the spread of disease
and create immunity against certain pathogens (an organism that can cause disease).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywinUeZeG5Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQeyRl3j3FU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSPY_KG8hSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2-OfLhIIfk


One of the primary ways that your body’s immune system identifies the cells and
organisms it encounters is with cell surface proteins. These are kind of like flags that
each type of cell, virus, or bacteria flies on its surface, providing clues about what it is.
These protein flags are called antigens, and they behave like keys: there can be a
corresponding antibody that can perfectly fit to them! The body makes antibodies that
match particular antigens of dangerous pathogens, therefore identifying and sometimes
neutralizing them.

Examine the image below about the Covid-19 virus and use it to help you discuss with
your classmates why having Covid-19 antibodies from previous illness could help
increase your immunity to the disease in the future.

BlocksCAD Intro/Refresher:
Students who have never used BlocksCAD will need to be shown how to grab blocks
from the menus on the left and drag them into their workspace. They will also need to
know how to delete blocks (use the keyboard’s delete button or drag the block off the
screen to the left). You can use the BlocksCAD Quickstart as a tutorial and the Robot
build as a brief warmup.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RNKVn7lijM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj17reRQbX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj17reRQbX4


Exploration:

Part I - Transforms

To build a virus from scratch, first add a Sphere block from the 3D shapes menu. This
will be the main body of the virus. Now we need to add the
antigens!

The sphere can be disabled while they work on an antigen by
right clicking on its block and choosing ‘Disable’. Disabling
blocks is similar to commenting blocks in any programming
language when you don’t want a piece of code to run in order to
focus on something else.

To create small antigens that stick out from the surface, students should grab a cylinder
block for the ‘stem’ of an antigen, and then another shape of their choice for the ‘head’.
They can choose any shape they want for the head, as
they will have to design multiple antigens in the next
sections.

Once they are set on a ‘head’ shape, they’ll have to place it
so it is sticking out of the stem. In order to move the shape,
they’ll need a Translate block to raise it alongside the Z
axis. Make sure they also grab a Union block from the Set
Ops menu to bundle together stem and head.

Ask your students why they think you instructed them to
include an Union block, since they don’t do anything 3D
design-wise (they can check this by rendering before and
after adding the Union and obtaining the same result).
Show them how you can add a comment to an Union
block and then collapse it, in order to “label” the
bundle of blocks. Using union blocks is important to
keep your code tidy and readable!

Examples of different possible antigens:
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Now we need to place the antigen on the surface of the virus. Let’s bring back our
Sphere (right click and “Enable”). We will need another Translate block, for the antigen
as a whole.

Ask students to calculate how far they need to translate the antigen to make it stick out.
What value about the sphere they need to utilize on the Translate Block? Quickly
refresh the concept of radius: a straight line from the centre to the circumference of a
circle or sphere. Since blocks are rendered at the centre and we need our antigens to
stick out from any point of the surface of the sphere, the radius is the exact value we
need to translate our antigen!
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Our virus will need more than one antigen. In fact, it will be covered by different
antigens all over the surface. How can we move our antigen around to different spots
over the sphere, while keeping the right positioning? We will need a Rotate block.

You can have students try specific values (90, 180 and 360 degrees) on the axii and try
to guess where the antigen will be placed. This exploration should help convey how the
value of 360 degrees represents a full rotation around the sphere.

Before moving onto the next section, ask students to switch the Translate and Rotate
(leaving the latter as the inward Transform) blocks and see what happens. Their antigen
will be misplaced! This ‘bug’ is related to how BlocksCAD executes code: from the
inside to the outside. What’s happening is that the shape is first being rotated, and the
subsequent translation is influenced by the previous rotation. Order of execution and
hierarchy of code is extremely important in programming!
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Part II - Loops

Now it’s time to fill our virus with antigens! We could replicate the Antigen blocks and
modify the rotation values, but this could take us a lot of time. Instead, we’ll learn how to
solve this problem with a loop! If students are unfamiliar with this concept, ask them to
grab a loop block, explain the general concept and highlight its main components:
counting variable, start/end values, and instructions.

First, we need to decide how many antigens we want around the virus. Have students
pick a divisor of 360, as they will need to divide the circumference to have the antigens
be equidistant. You can give them a list of divisors or refresh them on how to factorize a
number.

Once they are set on a quantity, instruct them to divide 360 by that number. Ask
students what can the result be used for? This is how much each antigen should be
incrementally rotated when created. So each run of the loop should increment the
rotation value of an axis by this amount. Students can achieve this by using the
counting variable and a multiplication block!

In this example, we want to place 4 antigens, so we divide 360 by 4. This equals 90,
which is how much the Rotation should increment with each run of the loop. Since a
loop always has an incremental value (called the counting variable, in this case named
‘i’), we can multiply that value by 90 to surround our virus.

This is already saving time, but we need more antigens! We could replicate this loop
multiple times and manually modify the rotation values of the other axii. However, since
loops helped us to save time once, maybe they can do it again? Let’s add another loop
and use its own counting variable
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQeyRl3j3FU


Students may need to tinker with their values in order to obtain a not-too-filled virus!

Ask students to reflect on what is happening here. How many times is each loop
actually running? What if we added a third loop to replicate the virus itself and translate
it around the space?

Have students try something similar to this and ask them to pay attention to how the
Render time is modified. Combining loops can be a powerful tool but we have to be
careful of the impact on the computational power required to run the code! Although
modern computers can handle heavy processes, they are also handling different
programs at the same time. Therefore, processing efficiency is something to be mindful
of. The best software is the one that achieves its goals using the least amount of
resources.

Reflection Questions, Research Prompts and Extra Challenges

1. Based on what you learned about antibodies and virus surfaces, how do you
imagine that vaccines work?

2. If antibodies rely on identifying and matching the virus antigens in order to
neutralize them, what would happen if a virus grew different antigens? You can
do some research about virus mutation to find out more about this topic.

3. How would you modify your code in order to have different shapes of antigens on
the virus body? Could you create a program that generates a different virus each
time is rendered? How would you do it?
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